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Falling Into Joy
By Conni Ponturo

This is a book about joy,
how to get it and keep
it in our lives. It is all

simpler than we are making 
it out to be, meaning living 
in our bodies. 
It’s the small steps we take,

day in and day out, that make
a huge difference. That’s
what creates lasting change
and transformation at any
age. We just need to take
them. 
Presented here are real-life

stories of people who use
motivational techniques, such
as focused breathing and
stretching on the foam roller,
that help them move more
easily and allow them to feel
better in their bodies, and
ultimately connect to the joy
in their lives.

A Matter of Death and Life
By D.L. Kline

AMatter of Death 
and Life deals with 
a subject that touches

all of us and the illusion of
death—what really happens to
us when our physical bodies
cease to function and, more
importantly, how we plan all
our lives to make the most of
our brief time on Earth.
“Nobody ever ‘dies.’ When

this body you are currently
inhabiting ceases to function, 
and an earthly life can no
longer be maintained by it,
you, the real you, your soul 
if you will, simply leaves that
body and returns to your home
in the dimension next to this one.” 
D. L. Kline lived a fairly ordinary life until an unexpected psychic

awakening at the age of 60. Now he is writing a series of books
about his spiritual journey to help others find their own paths.
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By George!
George Washington Views the Past, Present,
and the Future
By Betsy Jo Miller, Scribe

In this book several “foundingfathers,” through the natural-
ness of consciousness, share

their faults, the pains of birthing
this nation, the fallacies of their
war, and their expectations of the
future. 
They chide us for not continu-

ing their good works but of abet-
ting actions that have led to wars, 
terrorism, and weather changes.
They urge us to use our innate
powers to make changes quickly–
promising their help when we
begin.
Here you will discover the true

facts about Washington’s relation
with his family, Sally Fairfax, and
Martha; Jefferson’s relations with
Sally Hemings; and Adams reunion with Jefferson–so that both
died on the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence.
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Thinking and Destiny
A Classic for the Ages
By Harold W. Percival

Here is your personal guide for
the New Age, with its unparal-
leled challenges and opportuni-

ties. You will finally understand that,
by your own thinking, you have made
your destiny up to the present. You 
will learn how you have the power to
change your future, but more, you will
help change the destiny of the world!
Many have proclaimed Thinking and

Destiny, Percival’s masterwork, to be
the most complete book ever written on
man and the universe. Here you will find
rare information about your true identity.
With this knowledge, you will then have
the potential to awaken your own inherent
ability to understand all that constitutes
existence. 
The reading of this magnificent work

may well be the most exciting and reward-
ing experience of your life – a peace and joy in knowing, a feeling of
harmony, security, love, non-aloneness; it puts the spotlight on many
problems and mysteries otherwise inexplicable.
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